The Stewards, having received a report from the Race Director, have considered the following matter and determine the following:

Car No: 111  Driver: Davide Roda

Facts:
- CROSSED THE WHITE LINE AT PIT LANE: ENTRY □ EXIT □
- EXCEEDED THE SPEED LIMIT IN THE PIT LANE WITH A SPEED OF ________ km/h
- DID NOT RESPECT YELLOW FLAGS □ repeatedly
- DID NOT RESPECT TRACK LIMITS □ repeatedly
- MADE A FALSE START
- CAUSED A COLLISION
- FORCED A DRIVER OFF THE TRACK
- ILLEGITIMATELY IMPEDED ANOTHER DRIVER DURING OVERTAKING
- PIT LANE INFRINGEMENT .................................................................
- OTHER .................................................................

Offence:
- Breach of Article 16.1 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations
- Breach of Article 2d) of the 2019 FIA International Sporting Code

Decision:
- FINE _______ Euros
- Drive-through penalty* □ converted to time penalty _______ seconds*
- Stop-go penalty* □ _______ seconds □ converted to time penalty _______ seconds*
- Cancellation of: □ lap time of infringement* □ fastest lap time in session*
- Cancellation of all lap times in session* □ up to _______ hrs
- Time penalty of _______ seconds*
- BLACK FLAG TO BE SHOWN
- DROP OF _______ GRID POSITIONS FOR RACE
- OTHER: (REMAND) AND ONE BEHAVIOUR WARNING POINT

Reason:
- DRIVER 111 CAUSED A COLLISION WITH CAR 428 AT TURN 4.
- CAR 111 RETIRED. CAR 428 CONTINUE

Video evidence examined: Yes □ No □ Other evidence considered: .................................................................

The Competitor/Driver was summoned and heard before the decision: Yes □ No □

The Competitor is reminded of his right of appeal (Article 15 of the 2019 FIA International Sporting Code) except where it denotes a penalty which is not susceptible to appeal (Article 12.2.4 of the 2018 FIA International Sporting Code) and Article 18.3 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations.

Greg Masters
Steward (Chairman)

Received by the Competitor:

Name: ................................................ Signature: ............................................
Date: ............................................ Time: ............................................